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SECTION D, SOCIAL SCIENCES

The Apiarium: An Early Example of Microscopic Study
CLARA SUE BALL. University 01 Oklahoma, Norman

Federico Cm, Duke of Acquasparta and author of the Apiarium,
was born on March 13, 1586, in Rome. He grew up with a strong love of
learning, and an early letter written to his friend Francesco Stellutl re
veals him as a sens:Uve, withdrawn and somewhat melancholy young man.
While sUll in his teens Cesi became friends with three young men who
were to be his companions in a most important undertaking. One was
Stelluti, a mathematician from Fabriano; another was Anastasio de Filiis
of Terni, who was skilled in the arts of mechanics; the third was Johannes
Eck, a physician from Daventer in Holland who attracted Cesi's attention
by hiB reputation for learning and who became a member of his household
as his companion.'

Cesl's ambition in life was to establish a group patterned after a
monastic order, the members of which would devote themselves to secular
rather than religious learning. He and his three friends began to put this
Idea Into practice in 1630 when they formally constituted themselves as
the Accademla del Lincei.' Because of the nature of their interests and
their publtcations, the group has been called the first modern scientific
society. New members were recruited in various cities of Europe. Gio
vanni Battista della Porta joined in 1610 in Naples. In 1611 Galileo GaU
lei, the most 11lustrious member, joined the organization. The members
remained scattered in their respective cities. The unifying force for the
group was Cesi himself, who carried on a copious correspondence with
the members and encouraged their scientific studies. He supported the
society not only with his interest but also with his money. He financed
all the early publtcatlons of the Lincei, notably Galileo's book on sunspots
In 181S and his 11 SCJggiatore in 1623.'

cesi was an ardent admirer of Galileo, and the two men remained
lifelong friends. GaUleo gave Cesi a microscope. He sent the instrument
to Cesi with a letter dated September 24, 1624, in which he described it as
an occhmno for observing small objects. It had a tube whose length could
be adjusted and a movable plate on which the object to be viewed could
be positioned,· Cesi and other members of the Lincei evidently took great
interest in this new invention. Johann Faber, a member of the Lincei,
coined the name microscope in a letter which he wrote to Cesi on April
IS, 1825.'

In 1825 Cesl began one chapter of an encyclopedia of natural history
that he planned to write. This chapter, in Latin, was entitled Apiarium
and l8 the only part of this proposed work that he ever pUblished.' The
work was dedicated to Maffeo Barberini, who ruled as Pope Urban vm
from 1823 to 16f4. The Barber1nis were an important and powerful fam
Ily in Rome. and their crest displayed three bees. Cesi's ulterior motive
in the production of the Apiarium was obvious in the choice of subject
matter, bees. The work was intended to please the Pope and to sollcit
hia support for the Lincei, for which Cesi was rapidly finding himself
unable to continue as patron. In 1618 upon the death of his father Cesi
had been called to Acquasparta to take over the management of his fam
ily's affairs. The estate had been squandered by the elder duke, and the
ftnanc1&1 burden of publlcaUons was probably too great a drain on Cesi's
depleted fortune.' Also, the Urne away from his friends at Rome, which
h1a family responalbiUty entailed, led CeaJ to coDBider finding a new patron
for the Lince!. The Barberlni famlly was of special interest to CeBl be
cause the Pope'. nephew. Francesco Barber1ni, was a member of the
poup.
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The Catholic Church's suspicion of Gal1leo may have been another
reason for Cesi's wish to gain the attention of the Pope. As early as
1616 the Church had prohibited the teaching of the Copernican system,
which Galileo had espoused, and in 1618 Father Grassi attacked GaUleo
for his views. Cesi and most of the Llncei were strong in GalUeo's de
fense, and Cesi wrote a series of letters to Cardinal Robert Bellarmine in
which he expounded his own views of the nature of the heavens and elo
quently defended the compatibility of Scripture and natural science.'

In 1623 Galileo wrote his II Saggiator6 in reply to the criticism that
had been levied against him by Grassl. In the same year Maffeo Bar
berlni was crowned Urban VllI. The Llncei then made a bid to gain the
lavor of the Pope on behalf of Galileo. The Apiarinm was probably part
of this campaign.

There are two extant copies of the Apiarium in the world today.
One belongs to the University of Oklahoma's DeGolyer Collection in the
History of Science and Technology. The complete Apiarium is made up
of two large sheets, one of text and one a plate of drawings of three bees
showing lateral and dorsal views. At the bottom of the page of drawings
Is the statement Franciscus 8tellutttS Fabrii8 micr08copio observabat. The
body of the text within the margins measures 39~ by 25 inches. At the
top of the text page are drawings of pairs of medallions which seem to
represent the obverse and reverse of ancient Roman and Greek coins. (In
the text Cesi mentions coins adorned with bees.) At the top center of
the page, between the medallions, Is the crest of the Barberinl family
with three bees, surmounted by the papal crown and keys. Below this is
the title of the work which In translation reads: The Bee H(ve {rom the
Frontispiece of the Natural Theatre of Prince Federico Oes( LAnce( prince
of San Angeli and San Polio Marchese of Monticem. A Roman noble,
o/fsprin.g of Giacomo Oesi, who is dedicated to the universal honey-makmg
family derit'ed from its first generation, distributed in its 8pecies and d(/
ferences in the tlisible natural world.

The text of the Apiarittm is divided into paragraphs composing sec
tions which correspond to chapters. One section is a chapter on the habits
of bees, their hive building, government and family life. Another section
deals with the physiology of the insect, a description of its mouth parts
and legs and the divisions of its body, the kinds of substances it gathers
from flowers, and the effect of heat on the honey it produces. One section
is a chapter on the mode of reproduction of bees, and another is a llst of
various kinds and species of bees as reported by ancient and contemporary
authors. Five paragraphs across the bottom of the page comprise a chap
ter on wax, its uses and its production.

In the text Cesi describes the eyes of the bee as beautiful golden dice
boxes, arranged in a kind of net work, separated by hairy columns which
form little lines. He notes that the same kind of hairy columns are present
on the ends of the wings, but there they are small and less thick. . He
describes thf! parts of the mouth as instruments tor honey-making and
says that they are enclosed in curved sheaths in four cavities that are
like very large and strong jaws. The lour outer parts ot the mouth form
a sheath around the longer tongue in the middle, Just as a flower, when
in the bud, is enclosed by its outer leaves. Two of these parts have rigid
tips and can be moved apart in a sci880r-Uke motion. Cesi describes the
hairy ridges on the four outer parts of the mouth, which are used to
scrape the nectar trom the tongue, and notes that they are worn down In
the middle from use. He also mentions the jointed legs of the bee, the
three digits which appear at the end of the legs and even the nails of these
digits. The. drawings show in detail what is described in the body of the
text.

Cest's description of the bee occupies one fairly long paragraph of
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the work, and it 18 not extremely rigorous. It shows far less attention to
detaU than a deacrfption written by Francesco Stelluti in 1630.. The ref
erence. to dice boxes and the comparison of the mouth of the bee to the
bud of a flower are characteriBtic of the general tone of the work. It 18
a CUrioU8 combination of fact and fancy liberally drawn from at least 48
ancient authors and contemporaries of CeBi. BiB favorite sources seem
to be the Roman poet Virgil and the encycloped1Bt Pliny, neither of whom
could be called a writer of Bclentlftc merit. Ce8i repeats the tale, drawn
from Ari8totle, that bees carry pebbles in their feet as ballast when they
fiy in high winds. He refers to the leader of the hive as the king bee, not
the queen. He includes mythological accounts of the origins of bees and
says they can be generated from the bodies of dead bullocks. Cesi's ills
cuulon ot the reproduction of bees within the hive comes largely from
Ari8totle.

The knowledge contained in the Apiarium is a summary of what had
been known and conjectured about bees from ancient times. There is only
one section, besides the passage of description, in which Cesi contributed
anything to the knowledge about bees in the seventeenth century, and
that 18 in his dlscuulon of the various kinds of bees named by different
authors from Aristotle to Aldrovandl. In this section he summarizes the
references to bees made by various s1xteenth-eentury explorers of the New
World.

In the ApUJlium Cesl reveals himself as a humanist rather than a
scientist. He shows wide acquaintance with Greek and Roman writers,
with ancient languages, with ancient coins, and with the Peripatetic con
cepts of heat. This acquaintance is the result of Cesl's keen interest in
phllology, archaeology, and natural science. The A,nariwm is an example
ot the encyclopedic nature of Cesi's ~owledge.

CeBl's purpose in wriUng the work probably influenced its final fonn.
It waa Intended not as a scient1tic treatise but as a panegyric on bees
with which he wished to flatter the Pope and win him to the side of
GalUeo and to the support ot the Uncei. Cesi praised bees in the same
way that ancient authors had praised them, discoursIng on their industry,
chastity, mode of government, benevolence in ruling, sk1l1 in buildlng
all virtues which were indirectly attributed to the Pope when attributed
to the animals that decorated his crest. Cesi's use of the microscope to
observe bees was natural, since the instrument had been given to him by
Gallleo in the preceding year and was the kind of novelty which would
appeal to the Lincet.

The ApfGrium stands as the tirst published example of the early use
of the microscope.'· The instrument was sUll a novelty and observations
were made out of curiosity. The Aptarium did not make any startling
contribution to what was then known about bees except that it described
in a cursory manner their physical makeup. StelluU's description of bees
(1830) 18 written in much the same manner as Cesi's description, i.e.,
ln8erted as a matter ot curiosity in a work oriented toward the classics.
The ArriGnttm 18 important to the history of microscopy, however, because
it is the first instance of the use of the microscope as an instrument ot
mqutaltive ob8ervation.
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